Training : Murphy Risk Management can provide a variety of training services. From the 5-10
minute toolbox talks , to annual OSHA required training, to the 10 and 30 hour OSHA
construction safety courses, we can tailor the presentation to your needs. For the cost of only
additional preparation time, presentations can even utilize your own workplace examples.
Property Protection Services: Customers can receive suggestions in gaining the best property
rates through controlling warehousing, commercial cooking, and other special property hazards.
Suggestions on testing and maintenance of automated sprinkler and automate extinguishing
systems can also be provided.
Catastrophic Loss Analysis : With prompt investigation, the final cost of a claim can often be
reduced. When that bad incident occurs, Murphy Risk Management can be brought in to find the
critical factors resulting in the loss. Customers will receive a written report of the factors
contributing to the incident and suggestions on how to prevent future occurrence. We can even
be called upon to provide assistance when dealing with OSHA or other regulatory investigations.
Safety Program Review/Development: Safety programs can be reviewed to determine if they
are adequate or require updates. We can also take the service to the next level by developing and
implementing a customized safety program, saving your company countless man-hours.
Inspection Services: A fresh set of eyes always helps in finding worksite hazards. This service
is even more beneficial when that set of eyes will provide you with a written report describing the
hazards and practical solutions to solve them. Through regular jobsite inspections, manufacturing
plant hazard surveys, ergonomic studies, industrial hygiene services, and even mock OSHA
inspections, we provide practical solutions that can be implemented.
Carrier Loss Control Coordination: When there are good carrier loss control services
available, we can coordinate the carrier service to make sure the customer’s best interests are
served. A formal service plan will be established early on and the action plan will be monitored
to make sure the objectives are being met and the service remains focused to meet your needs.
Fleet Safety Audits : Customer’s with commercial fleets can sign-up to receive practical
suggestions designed to prevent both fleet related losses and DOT problems. A review of the
company’s fleet safety program will be done. Additionally, driver logs, maintenance records and
other recordkeeping requirements will be reviewed. As with the safety program, we can even
develop a custom fleet safety program with the customer’s fleet in mind.
Safety Committee Involvement: Risk Management can start-up and/or be a regular contributor
to a company’s safety committee. Having a professional Risk Manager on the committee is a
great resource for regulatory and industry practices, but will also provide suggestions for keeping
the committee effective.

